
Amazing Pictures From Around The World 

 

A cool looking Volcano in Ethiopia has blue lava apparently due to a high sulphur content. 



 

On the 70th anniversary of D-Day paratrooper Jim Martin jumped into Normandy again at the age of 
93 years old. He was a member of the 101st Airborne Division. His jump was a success and he told 

reporters that he felt fine after making his most recent jump. 



 

An innovative playground in Copenhagen that has trampolines built into the street for the kids to 
jump on. (OSHA would ban this in this country.) 



 

This photo could just be the most perfect mountain sunrise you’ll ever see. 



 

Running in Florida doesn’t look that appealing 



 

Photo of a baby deer taken on Memorial Day 2013 at Jefferson Barracks Cemetery in St. Louis. 



 

After being married for 71 years if all you are left with is the love of your life and a couch in the woods 
I think you did OK. 



 

Keyhole Rock at Pfeiffer Beach in Big Sur California provides a beautiful ocean cave sunset 
photograph. 



 

A beautiful photo of Anatakapau Bay in New Zealand 



 

Some cool beach art on a beach in New Zealand. I can imagine how difficult it is to make 3D Beach 
Artwork. 



 

A look at Bavaria with lots of color in this photograph. 



 

The Swedish Air Force likes to camouflage it’s aircraft hangars like this jet cave hiding a fighter jet. 



 

This Oceanside path in Spain looks like a cool place to take a hike. 



 

A ship towing an iceberg off the coast of Newfoundland to prevent the iceberg from hitting an 
offshore drilling platform. 



 

A beautiful photo of the San Juan Mountains in Colorado. Chimney Rock is on the left and Courthouse 
Mountain is on the right. 



 

Apparently these beach boulders are located at Moeraki, New Zealand and occur naturally. 



 

It appears that this group of Gibbons are singing together. Perhaps they’re singing “The Lion Sleeps 
Tonight” . Or the boo group at a Yankees game! 



 

These Twin Brothers were womb mates when they were younger and still seem to enjoy each other’s 
company and have a sense of humor. 



 

A cool picture of a Kingfisher with the catch of the day. The colors of this bird are just beautiful. 



 

If you like adventure and aren’t afraid of heights then this Extreme Mountain Bike  

Trail is for you to ride. 



 

The Gelada Baboon in this photo taken in Ethiopia looks so thoughtful and wise as he sits on his 
mountain perch. (“I can’t believe I 3 putted!!) 

 


